Minutes of Meeting

Project

Responsible

SmartShop

Igor Czerwinski

Attended by
Luka Bozic
Igor Czerwinski
Ali Shahid
Bin Wu
Ivo Štimac
Željko Brdarić
Filip Gvardijan

1.

Location
Västerås
Västerås
Västerås
Västerås
Zagreb
Zagreb
Zagreb

Date

2011-11-15

Start-end time

18:10 – 19:10

Location /type

Location: Västerås,
Zagreb
Type: Skype voice
and instant
messaging

Remarks

Discussion of the customer's feedback and next tasks
 Settings screen
 We have agreed that displaying a dialog asking to specify the radius of the search is cumbersome and
should be replaced with a application wide setting accessible through a settings screen. Filip has
volunteered to do this and to also create more tasks on Friday.
 “Add new store” bug
Željko will investigate the bug reported by Juraj which occurred when adding a new product to a new
store.
 Categories of the stores
We have discussed the “store category” problem again and have not reach a conclusion. Luka will try to
propose a solution to this problem by the end of the week.
 Barcodes
We have discussed the issue brought up during the meeting with Juraj and we have disagreed with him
that the barcodes can be unique for a store. However, the barcodes will differ between countries and
we need to come up with an idea how to handle that. Luka will try to come up with a solution by the
end of the week.
 Update button
We have conluded that the update button needs to be an onscreen control rather than an option in the
application menu. This will be done for the 2nd prototype.
 “Complex List Items” bug
We have discussed a bug which Filip encountered when listing the products. When user scrolls down
and adds a product to the shopping list, the wrong product is added. Igor will investigate.

2. Preparations for the presentation on Monday
We have also discussed what needs to be done before the alpha presentation.
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 Video demonstration
It was decided that we should create a video of the running application in the emulator and then play it back
during the presentation. Filip will create the video by Sunday.
 Work charts
Luka will create graphs based on the redmine entries and the weekly reports to visualize our progress
 Luka and filip presentaion
We have decided that Filip and Luka will present the application. They will meet on Sunday to discuss the
details.
 Luka updates in the design document
Luka will update all the documents that we have produced to reflect the current implementation.
3.

Miscellaneous
 Time tracking in redmine
It was decided that we should try to log our work in redmine for the next 2 weeks to see if it can replace the
weekly reports.
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